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Abstract. The lattice Boltzmann method is a popular method from
computational fluid dynamics. An extension of this method handling
liquid flows with free surfaces can be used to simulate bubbly flows. It
is based on a volume-of-fluids approach and an explicit tracking of the
interface, including a reconstruction of the curvature to model surface
tension. When this algorithm is parallelized, complicated data exchange
is required, in particular when bubbles extend across several subdomains
and when topological changes occur through coalescence of bubbles. In a
previous implementation this was handled by using all-to-all MPI com-
munication in each time step, restricting the scalability of the simulations
to a moderate parallelism on a small number of processors. In this paper,
a new parallel bubble merge algorithm will be introduced that commu-
nicates updates of the bubble status only locally in a restricted neigh-
borhood. This results in better scalability and is suitable for massive
parallelism. The algorithm has been implemented in the lattice Boltz-
mann software framework waLBerla, resulting in parallel efficiency of
90% on up to 4080 cores.

1 Introduction

Free surface flow is omnipresent in nature, in everyday life as well as in techno-
logical processes. Examples are river flow, rain, and filling of cavities with liquids
or foams.

A variety of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques have been devel-
oped to study multiphase flow phenomena, such as the volume-of-fluid method
[1,2,3,4], level-set approaches [5,6,7], boundary integral methods [8,9], and the
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). The advantage of LBM becomes apparent
for flows in complex geometries, since the mapping to the lattice is very flexible
and involves little computational time. For multiphase flows, various LBM-based
numerical models have been developed. Gunstensen et al. [10] proposed a color
model for simulation of immiscible fluids based on the model of Rothmann and
Keller [11]. Tölke developed a Rothmann-Keller-based model for high density
ratios [12]. Shan and Chen presented a LBM with mean-field interactions for
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Fig. 1. Simulation of metal foaming with free surface LBM

multiphase and multicomponent fluid flows [13]. Inamuro et al. [14] proposed a
LBM for multicomponent immiscible fluid with the same density. There are also
methods based on free energy approach [15,16] and level sets [17]. Besides the
multiphase and multicomponent models, a couple of free surface models arose
in the past decade for simulating moving interfaces between immiscible gas and
liquids. The method proposed by Ginzburg and Steiner [18] computes collision
only in “active” cells and uses a recoloring operator for redistribution of fluid
mass. The variant by Körner et al. [19] is based on the assumption that the
influence of gas phase on liquid phase can be reduced to the force exerted by its
pressure and the surface tension. A simplified approach was used by Thürey et
al. [20,21,22] who used a normalized atmospheric pressure for reconstruction at
the interface. Xing et al. [23] reduced the method such that curvature calculation
and surface reconstruction can be omitted. The advantage of Körner’s method
is that simulation of bubbly flows and even foams is possible, and thus Pohl [24]
implemented it for three dimensions and successfully altered the algorithm such
that efficiency of MPI parallelization was improved. Further performance op-
timization efforts [25,26] made simulations of real engineering applications like
metal foaming processes feasible (see Fig. 1). Our group looks back on seven
years of experience in free surface LBM [27,22]. This study further increases the
usability of the parallel free surface solver by proposing a new communication
strategy making it adequate for thousands of processors. The novel algorithm is
described and compared to those presented in [24].

2 Free Surface Lattice Boltzmann Method

The LBM [28] is a mesoscopic CFD simulation scheme that is based on kinetic
fluid theory and uses a stencil-based approach on a Cartesian grid, to solve
time-dependent quasi-incompressible flows in continuum mechanics. It operates
on particle distribution functions (PDFs) that represent the fraction of the total
mass in each lattice that moves in a discrete direction. A popular model for the
collision process is the BGK approximation where the evolution equation reads
with i = 0, . . . , Ne − 1:

fi(x + eiΔt, t + Δt) = fi(x, t) − Δt

τ

[
fi(x, t) − feq

i (ρ(x, t), u(x, t))
]
. (1)
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Fig. 2. Data representation of a bubble in free-surface LBM: Every gas and interface
cell holds an ID of the bubble it belongs to. Besides this cell-based data, each process
stores a list of bubble entries containing the corresponding volume data for each bubble.

Here, fi is the PDF, representing the fraction of particles located at position
x and time t, moving into the discrete velocity direction ei. Time step Δt and
length of the discrete velocity vectors ei are chosen such that the particle distri-
butions move exactly one cell further during each time step. The difference from
the equilibrium feq

i is weighted with the relaxation time τ which depends on the
viscosity of the fluid. The equilibrium is a function of the macroscopic density
(ρ =

∑Ne−1
0 fi) and velocity (ρu =

∑Ne−1
0 fiei).

The free surface extension introduces different cell types for gas, liquid and
the interface in between. For liquid cells, standard LBM is performed, while in
gas cells no collision takes place. For all cells, a fill value is introduced which
specifies the normalized quantitiy of liquid in a cell. Gas and interface cells
store an identifier (ID) of the region of gas (bubble) they belong to (see Fig. 2).
Conversion rules ensure closure of interface during movement, prohibiting direct
adjacency of gas and liquid cells. In interface cells, PDFs are missing from the
gas phase and thus have to be reconstructed such that the velocities of both
phases are equal, and the force performed by the gas is balanced by the fluid’s
force. To realize this, all PDFs with ei · n < 0 are computed like

fi(x − eiΔt, t + Δt) = feq
i (ρG, u) + feq

ī
(ρG, u) − fī(x, t) , (2)

where fī points into the opposite direction of fi, i.e. eī = −ei. The gas density
is calculated by ρG = 3pG + 6σκ(x, t), which arises from the energy balance
pG ·dV = σ ·dA with surface tension σ on the surface dA and gas pressure pG in
volume dV . Gas pressure is calculated from the volume of the bubble, implying
that any volume change resulting from change of fill values or conversion of cells
has to be tracked throughout the simulation. The surface normal n is computed
as the gradient of the fill values using a Parker-Youngs approximation [29]. It is
also used for computing surface points for each cell, needed for determination of
curvature κ. This is the most computing-intensive part of the method.

For details on the LBM in general see [28]. Details on the free surface extension
can be found in [19] and [24].
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Fig. 3. Weak (left) and strong (right) scaling of waLBerla executing standard LBM
single phase simulation on a Woodcrest platform. Performance measured in million
fluid lattice site updates (see Sec. 5).

3 Software Framework waLBerla

The method has been incorporated into an existing LBM framework called waL-
Berla [30] which features basic tools for data management and parallelization. It
splits the computational domain into so-called patches that may have different
features implemented by the user. Since one process can be assigned to several
patches, waLBerla internally realizes data exchange by either process-local or
MPI communication. Each data exchange consists strictly of a pair of send and
blocking receive, in exactly this order. For each iteration of the time loop, the
sequence control executes a user-defined order of so-called sweep routines that
traverse the grid and manipulate data. Before each sweep, communication of re-
quired data takes place. The sweep function can also request a reiteration before
the next sweep is executed. The core of waLBerla features basic functionalities
for LBM simulation and guarantees good scaling efficiency for 512 cores and be-
yond (see Fig. 3). More details on waLBerla’s performance can be found in [31].
In the following, “process” and “patch” will be used synonymously, since waL-
Berla makes the difference between local and MPI communication transparent
to the user.

4 Merge Algorithm

Free surface LBM has a high communication-to-computation ratio. During one
time step cell-based data like normals, PDFs, and cell states have to be com-
municated seven times, and bubble volume data once. Cell-based data is com-
municated only with direct neighbors, but volume data of bubbles has to be
broadcasted to a larger vicinity. In Pohl’s algorithm, this data is exchanged
among all processes which facilitates handling of bubble coalescence. This ap-
proach scales well for a small number of processes. However, if more than 100
processes are involved, all-to-all communication is inefficient. The localized al-
gorithm described in this Section handles merges of bubble volume data such
that only processes harboring the same bubble have to communicate the data.
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Bubble coalescence occurs if two bubbles are very near to each other and
there are no hindering forces. Algorithmically, two gas regions will be merged as
soon as the interfaces have contact, i.e. two interface cells of different bubbles
are adjacent. Then, the volume data of one bubble is added to the other and
all cells of the old bubble are assigned the ID of the target bubble. Of course,
this incident has to be communicated throughout the whole domain, or at least
throughout the region the two bubbles occupy. In case several bubbles touch
each other in the same time step, all bubbles are transformed to a single target
bubble (see Fig. 4).

Since in Pohl’s method all bubbles’ volume data is known to every process, it
is possible to efficiently combine data exchange of bubble coalescence with the
routinely performed exchange of volume update. Thus, even if several bubble
merges occur in a time step, only one all-to-all communication is necessary.

4.1 Arising Challenges Due to Localization

Storing bubbles only on processes they are contained in, is the key to large-scale
parallelization. However, this results in several problems. If a bubble crosses the
process border, the target process has to recognize that it needs to receive the
volume data of a new bubble, and it has to be clear which process sends this
data. Furthermore, in case of a merge it may happen that a known bubble merges
with other bubbles that are not known to the process (e.g. patch D sees bubble 2
merging with unknown ID 1 in Fig. 4). In the waLBerla implementation, the ID
used to connect interface and gas cells to the corresponding bubbles is indicator
for the bubble data transmission. When this cell-based data is communicated
between neighbors, a process can recognize unknown IDs in the halo layers and
await bubble volume data from the neighbor in the next sweep (see Fig. 2).
Likewise, if a process recognizes IDs at the border which are not present in the
halo, and the corresponding bubble is not yet registered on the neighbor process,
it will send this bubble in the next sweep.

In the novel implementation, exchange of volume updates occurs only among
those processes a bubble resides on. For this, each bubble holds a list of its
harboring patches. Merging of bubbles is split in two steps, the recognition and
the merge. If a process recognizes during a sweep that two bubbles have to be
merged, this information is stored in the bubble and also exchanged among the
owning processes when update data is communicated. This way, conflicts can
be solved if a bubble touches another twice on different processes (like bubble
12 and 4 on patches H and J in Fig. 4). Having distributed this information
consistently, the algorithm presented in the following subsection is able to process
all outstanding merges.

4.2 Merge Sequence

Due to the communication scheme of waLBerla, message exchange occurs before
the merge algorithm can start to act. In case of the merge sweep special commu-
nication buffers are used which are empty in the beginning. Thus, if no merges
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Fig. 4. Bubbles with their IDs (black num-
bers), lists of patches (green letters) and
merge information (red IDs and patches)

Fig. 5. Sketch of a simple merge example
causing an intermediate inconsistent state

Fig. 6. Worst case example for merge al-
gorithm, where 25 bubbles merge in same
time step on 16 processes

are scheduled, no communication overhead will occur (see line 2 in Alg. 1). Based
on merge information available, new iterations of this sweep are requested. Con-
sequently, processes with no bubbles involved in merges may already perform
the next sweep.

Basically, the algorithm shown in Alg. 1 relies on three principles: For each
merge pair exactly one patch is responsible to perform the merge. Merges are
performed hierarchically, i.e. action starts with highest bubble IDs rippling down
to the lowest, using as many iterations as needed. Patches that recognize out-
standing merges, but are not responsible, expect to get appropriate data from
the patch in charge.

Lines 4 to 15 ensure that appropriate communication pairs are established
such that no deadlock can occur. As soon as a responsible patch does not have
to wait for data of higher merges (line 19), it can start to merge the pair of
bubbles. Thereby it has to ensure that all other patches knowing one of the
involved bubbles are supplied with the required data: It sends an A-type message
containing complete data of the new bubble to all patches that knew the removed
bubble. All patches that know the target bubble get a B-type message containing
the additional volume. This distinction is important in the case that one of these
patches knows both bubbles (like patch F for bubbles 2 and 3, when patch C
merges them in Fig. 4). Depending on the order bubbles are merged, the situation
may arise that a merge target of a third bubble is not existent anymore. In this
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Algorithm 1. The Merge Algorithm
repeat1

if communicationBuffers not empty then communicate messages;2

newIterationRequired ← false;3

foreach bubble B do4

if B merges on other patch P then5

communicationBuffers ← expect message from P;6

newIterationRequired ← true;7

end8

if B merges on this patch9

and resides also on other patches10

and B is not in inconsistent state then11

foreach patch P B resides on do12

communicationBuffers ← empty message to P;13

end14

newIterationRequired ← true;15

end16

end17

foreach bubble B with scheduled merges do18

if B merges only with lower IDs19

and B merges with next lower ID M on this patch20

and M’s highest ID to merge is B then21

Add volume of B to M;22

scheduledIDRenamings ← B into M;23

foreach bubble O that is scheduled to merge with B do24

replace merge to B with merge to M;25

send C message to all patches O resides on;26

end27

add all merge information of B to M;28

oldMpatchList ← current list of patches M resides on;29

add list of patches B resides on to M;30

foreach patch P in oldMpatchList do31

send B message containing update data for M;32

end33

oldMpatchList ← current list of patches M resides on;34

foreach patch P in oldMpatchList do35

send A message containg whole data of M to replace B;36

end37

remove bubble data B;38

end39

end40

if not newIterationRequired and scheduledIDRenamings not empty then41

optimize ID renaming list;42

traverse lattice domain and rename the IDs;43

end44

until not newIterationRequired ;45
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case, a C-type message is sent to all patches that know this third bubble. Also,
if a process receives an A-type message, it has to notify other processes about
changes on yet other bubbles, unknown to the first, by C-type messages in the
next iteration. This situation can even cause a change of responsibility for a
bubble merge, which may lead to a short-timed inconsistent state between the
processes: For instance, if patch D merges bubbles 3 and 2 in Fig. 5, it sends a
B-type message to C, which therefore knows that bubble 2 now merges with 1
on A, but still assumes to be responsible for merge of bubble 1 and 2. Line 11 in
Alg. 1 ensures that in this case patch C issues no message to A, which would not
expect one. The inconsistent state is resolved in the next iteration when patch
A forwards the change via C-type message.

Depending on the scenario, several bubbles may be merged at the same time
(e.g. bubble 11 can be merged to 5 while 10 is merged to 4 in Fig. 4). In order to
avoid several cycles to rename bubble IDs in the cell-based data fields, renaming
is only scheduled (line 23) and performed in the last iteration when all merges
have been processed.

4.3 Efficiency of Merge Algorithm

Pohl implemented two different communication schemes for exchange of bubble
data: One using all-to-all message tools from the MPI library, and one scheme
where all processes are lined up on a chain and messages start at both ends,
rippling the updates through the chain while every intermediate process adds
its information (for more details see [24]). Thus, either one global all-to-all com-
munication step is needed, or N − 1 iterations with 2 local messages, if N is the
process count.

In contrast, the merge algorithm introduced here, requires less iterations and
communication, depending on the number of bubbles to merge and the number of
processes involved. The very unlike scenario depicted in Fig. 4 is resolved after
only 6 iterations of relatively local communications, compared to N − 1 = 9
iterations or one all-to-all message, respectively. For an equitable comparison,
the exchange of bubble update data has to be included, which Pohl fused in
the same step. But these messages again are relatively local communications.
Figure 6 depicts a worst case scenario for the novel algorithm: If the 25 bubbles,
occupying the whole domain, merge with each other in the same time step,
the localized algorithm needs 25 iterations in addition to the preceding update
step, which is more than the N − 1 = 15 iterations in case of the chain-like
communication.

Whereas a fair comparison of the merge algorithms is problematic due to the
dependency on the scenario, the outstanding advantage of the new method is the
prevention of all-to-all communication for the bubble updates. Even if the new
merge algorithm is less efficient, a merge (and even simple merges of two small
bubbles) happens very seldom compared to the frequent volume change updates
in every time step. Due to numerical limits of LBM, resolution commonly has to
be chosen such that bubbles cover distances of one lattice cell in not less than
1 000 time steps.
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Fig. 7. Weak and strong scaling on a Woodcrest platform [32] simulating a single small
rising bubble in the center of the domain (left) and two small rising bubbles far apart
of each other (right). For strong scaling, the domain size is 320 · 200 · 200 lattice cells
(≈ 6.5 GB). Weak scaling scales from 1993 (≈ 4 GB) on 4 cores to 7943 (≈ 256 GB)
on 256 cores.

5 Resulting Performance Gain

Performance was evaluated on two different architectures, an IA32-based cluster
with two dual-core Woodcrest CPUs per node [32], and an IA64-based SGI Altix
system, having a total count of 4864 dual-core Itanium 2 processors with non-
uniform memory access (NUMA) to 39 TB of memory [33]. Measurement unit
is million lattice site updates per second (MLups), which is a common unit for
LBM enabling comparison of different implementations for the same model. The
floating point operations (Flops) per Lup ratio depends strongly on interface
cell count of the scenario. A liquid cell update is around 300 Flops, updating
an interface cell costs approx. 3200 Flops. The scenario with one small bubble
results in around 350 Flops/Lup (measured value). All performance experiments
were performed with waLBerla, using one patch per process in order to avoid
overhead due to local communication.

As Fig. 7 shows, the novel algorithm ensures better parallel performance and
efficiency. It is obvious that a small bubble causes little communication effort
for the local communication procedure, compared to the two all-to-all commu-
nication types. This is especially noticeable for strong scaling, because of two
reasons: First, due to the fixed domain and bubble sizes, patches without contri-
bution to simulation of the bubble appear earlier. Second, the communication-to-
computation ratio increases and thus the effect of saved communication becomes
more prominent. By the local algorithm, efficiency on 256 cores improved to 40%
compared to 24%. Performance of simulating two bubbles that are apart of each
other such that their treatment occurs independently—and thus in parallel—
expectedly depicts the same scaling behavior (right graph in Fig. 7).

Whereas scaling efficiency is not affected by higher numbers of independent
bubbles, numerous overlappings of bubbles and patches or simply larger bubbles
increase the number of processes involved in the update of them and thus have
an impact on performance. As a result, the performance gain of variant “local”
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Fig. 8. Weak and strong scaling on a
Woodcrest platform [32] simulating a
larger rising bubble in the center of the
domain. The diameter of the bubble
is half of the domain’s width. Domain
sizes like in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Weak scaling on the Itanium 2-
based Altix “HLRB2” with Numa-
Link4 interconnect [33]. The domain
scales from 9503 (≈ 439 GB) on 128
cores to 30103 (≈ 14 TB) on 4080 cores.

compared to the all-to-all communication schemes shrinks, as Fig. 8 shows for a
simulation of a larger bubble, having a diameter of half the domain width.

The novel free-surface LBM implemented in waLBerla scales well also for large
numbers of processes, as illustrated in Fig. 9, where a domain size of 3.5 GB per
core was chosen to assess the potential in maximum simulation size. At the
time, single-core performance on Itanium 2 is much less than on Woodcrest
(0.35 MLups compared to 1.15 MLups). However, thanks to the good scaling
and the huge memory resources of this computer, domain sizes of 30003 lattice
cells and more are possible, enabling simulations of seriously challenging real-life
engineering applications.

6 Conclusion

The parallel free-surface extension of the LBM exhibits massive computation and
communication effort. Besides seven communication steps with direct neighbors,
it involves an exchange of bubble volume update data in each time step, which
has to be communicated among the processes that belong to the corresponding
bubbles. In a previous implementation by Pohl [24] this is realized by all-to-all
communication resulting in moderate parallel efficiency for more than hundred
processors. The algorithm presented in this paper handles bubble exchange and
coalescence locally and renders global communication unnecessary. Scaling com-
parison shows tremendous improvement of strong and weak scaling.
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